
Note: LACLJ serves survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault, 
and some client stories may be triggering. 

Allison* is a bright student who was excited to pursue her higher education and set a 
solid foundation for her future. However, while at school, she was sexually assaulted 
by one of her professors. When Allison reported the assault, the school responded 
inappropriately in violation of Title IX. 

Title IX protects people from discrimination based on sex in education programs or
activities that receive federal financial assistance. Allison's rights had been violated. 
After two years of tireless work, LACLJ staff attorney, Sonia Shakoori, and our pro
bono partners, Sara Colon and Brown Neri Smith Khan, LLP, were able to secure a
significant settlement for Title IX violations. 

Allison is extremely happy with the outcome of her case, and we are grateful for our
partners' efforts in securing justice for this survivor. 



LACLJ is excited to welcome Fredy Ceja to our Board of Directors!

Fredy is a seasoned government affairs professional with over twenty years of
experience working for members of the California legislature and the Los Angeles
City Council. He has served on numerous boards and commissions at the local,
state, and federal levels. 
Fredy's proudest achievements include helping undocumented motorists in California
attain a driver's license and secure state financial aid for undocumented students
with the passage of the California Dream Act. 

He currently serves as a legislative representative for the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power, where he works with the city council to reach a zero-carbon future
through the implementation of the LA100 initiative. 

We are proud to welcome Fredy to the team!



We are proud to highlight one of our newest partners, ViaCare. We will be 
collaborating on a multidisciplinary project to leverage all partners' knowledge and 
resources, so we may better serve survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault 
with disabilities. 

"Our experience working with survivors shows us that most every client of LACLJ is
suffering from Trauma, PTSD or other health issues. We have a holistic approach,
but most of our services are legal or community advocacy. We did not have the
resources to address the health barriers survivors experience. 

We are so thrilled to work with our East LA community partner, ViaCare to address
these barriers that so many survivors face. ViaCare has deep roots in East LA as we
do and we hope to continue collaborating to best serve low-income survivors in the
community." 

-Carmen McDonald, LACLJ Director of Legal Services


